In 2007 Dr. Jerome Groopman wrote a book describing, among other
things, the typical training of medical students or physicians in training.
Many physicians relate these statements to their own education
experience.

Laboratories should strive for perfection in the quality of results that
they provide to ensure that physicians place reliance on the results they
receive.
Nevertheless, physicians are most likely to accept a result that
conforms to their preconceived expectations. If they do not think that a
result is correct the immediate response is to repeat the test. If the new
result agrees with the first they are likely to accept this as the true
result. If the results do no agree closely a physician is likely to perform
related tests in the hope of trying to clarify what is the underlying issue.
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Most physicians interpret laboratory test results based on their prior
experience. However there are several scientific approaches that may
be used. Particularly in the out-patient setting knowledge of the
sensitivity and specificity of results in relation to the prevalence of
various medical conditions can lead to a better understanding of what a
test result means clinically. Laboratorians have, typically, not shared
their knowledge of reference change values, derived from biological
variability data, to help physicians determine significant changes
between successive laboratory results, which could be implemented
through laboratory information systems, and would lead to improved
usage of laboratory services.

A single study conducted many years ago showed that only a small
proportion of physicians in a leading American medical center used
scientific approaches to interpret test values. Many claimed that it was
due to lack of appropriate training that caused them to avoid statistical
approaches.

A recent article in a business journal highlighted the focus that patients
now have on tests when they have tests performed. Anxiety is created
whenever a test is performed, the results of which are important in
making a major medical decision, even before a patient is aware of the
result. This should serve as a reminder to the laboratory to perform
tests accurately and rapidly.
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Many physicians do not realize the variability in test results, even in
healthy individuals. Here are the range of results and median values
for alkaline phosphatase activity obtained in 9 healthy adults studied at
weekly intervals for 10 weeks. Note both the variation in the size
(tightness) of the range and the variation in the median points of the
different individuals. Such variability is typical for most analytes, but the
variability is usually less when the concentration of an analyte is
hormonally controlled.

If one imposes reference limits calculated from single values using the
central 95% of values in, say, 120 healthy individuals, several values in
these healthy individuals will now lie outside the reference limits, yet
these individuals are known to be healthy. Surely, a change of 10 U/L
in the median value of individual A, which would still be associated with
all his values remaining within the reference interval, would be as
important as the same change in individuals B and F, which would take
all values to above the upper reference limit. Yet physicians tend to use
published reference limits to differentiate abnormal results from normal
or illness from health.

Every laboratory result, including using those used to derive the
reference range, is affected by the imprecision of its measurement. As
these data show the range of values likely to be obtained on a test with
a true value of 5.0 mmol/L increases progressively with the greater the
imprecision of the method. So, when the imprecision is 10%, reported
values of 3.86 mmol/L and 6.14 mmol/L could actually represent the
same number, making it quite difficult for a physician to understand
whether a real change had occurred between two successively
determined values. Clearly, there is an onus on the laboratory to
minimize the imprecision of all of its analytical methods.

Data from repeated studies in healthy individuals may be used to derive
the analytical variability and intraindividual variability of different tests.
These data, in turn, can be used to establish reference change values
(critical differences) which may be used by physicians to decide
whether the difference between successive values is significant. For
the laboratorian, the data can serve as a guide as to the need to
improve the precision of laboratory methods.

This slide highlights the range of variabiiities of different analytes with
the hormonally controlled sodium concentration having the least
variability and those analytes influenced by food ingestion, e.g. urea
(urea nitrogen) and triglycerides, having some of the greatest
variabilities
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Biological variability is typically greater in individuals with disease,
especially for analytes that are closely associated as markers for the
progress of the disease.
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Many physicians order tests without regard to the rate of change of
values likely to occur. The half-life of an analyte may be used as a
guide as to the length of time over which a marked change in a test
result might be expected to occur.

Many older physicians still reference their thinking about laboratory
tests to the quality of testing with which they were first familiar. This
slide contrasts the precision of the measurements of 6 analytes
obtained in all laboratories participating in the College of American
Pathologists proficiency testing program with that for the same analytes
at roughly the same concentrations in the first proficiency testing survey
conducted by Belk and Sunderman in 50 Philadelphia area hospitals in
1947. Every analyte shows substantial improvement. Thus much more
information can be extracted from the same change in laboratory
results now than was possible more than 60 years ago.

Reference change values are the percentage change in values that
represent a significant change between two reported results. It would
be relatively easy for laboratories, using their computers, to highlight
differences between results using these numbers, but few laboratories
do this. None of the common Laboratory Information Systems
incorporate programming to allow this, yet such information would guide
physicians into taking appropriate action, since many use flagged
information such as *, H, or L rather than actual numbers as a basis for
their decisions.

This slide reproduced from Guder’s book “Samples: From the patient to
the Laboratory” illustrates the effects of both recent and continuous
ingestion of alcohol on various laboratory tests.
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This slide reproduced from Guder’s book “Samples: From the patient to
the Laboratory” illustrates the substantial effects of smoking on various
laboratory tests that are often overlooked by physicians..
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Throughout the world the proportion of the population that is obese is
increasing.



Obesity can have a major influence on test values. The magnitude of
the changes is typically associated with the degree of obesity. Only a
few representative examples are shown.
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Timing of specimen collection is very important for some analytes if
repeated results are to be compared. This slide illustrates some of the
analytes with the biggest variations in concentrations related to the time
of day. Blood haemoglobin and serum bilirubin are other analytes with
lesser, but still important, changes with time of day.
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Laboratorians should be aware of factors that are likely to cause large
changes in laboratory results from one occasion to another. Clinicians
frequently are not aware of such influences and attribute these
differences to laboratory errors and waste time and expense by repeat
testing. Surgery and intramuscular injections are frequent causes of
high activities of enzymes present in skeletal muscle. Improperly
collected specimens from intravenous lines typically lead to dilution of
specimens with low values of measured analytes
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Haemolysis invalidates many test results and most haemolyzed
specimens should not be tested, lest a physician takes an inappropriate
action based on an incorrect result,
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Potassium is one of the analytes most affected by haemolysis and is
impossible to conclude accurately the actual influence of haemolysis on
the potassium concentration.
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I believe that specimens are much higher quality when they are
collected by individuals who specialize in collecting blood specimens.
The slide illustrates the situation in my own hospital where the
laboratory’s phlebotomy staff took responsibility for collecting
specimens for blood cultures in the autumn of 2003. The number of
false positive blood cultures decreased substantially after the
Phlebotomy team began collecting these specimens and the number of
true positives also increased because the culture bottles were more
completely filled.

The cost of false positive blood cultures is high because of unnecessary
hospitalisations and treatments. A DRG charge is the amount of money
that Government Medicare program pays for the treatment of a given
condition. Inflation would mean an even greater amount of money
would be wasted now.

There is widespread use of therapeutic drugs in the USA

In the USA a considerable number of severe adverse events happen to
hospitalised patients. A similar proportion of out-patients also
experience problems. Many of these are related to therapeutic drugs,
for example, side effects, toxic doses, drug interactions.

More than 30 years ago I was involved in a study at a major teaching
hospital to determine the effect of alerting physicians to the possible
influence of drugs on the tests that they ordered on their patients.
Together with a report of the numerical test values the laboratory
computer, which was aware of the drugs that were prescribed for
individual patients, would produce a report that stated that such-andsuch drug that a patient was receiving had been reported to cause an
abnormal result for the specific test listed. More than 12,000 days were
followed in patients requiring different levels of treatment. The number
of drugs given and the number of abnormal test results increased with
increasing complexity of care.

The most common abnormal tests are shown.

The most common drugs associated with abnormal test results are
shown, although it is important to note that the drugs given might not be
the cause of the abnormal test results. With enlargement of the drug/
lab test database one could assume that there would be even more
interactions in hospital practice now.

When one of the study authors reviewed a portion of the medical charts
of the patients on whom interaction reports had been printed, it was
clear that the computerized alerting report identified the abnormal
laboratory result as being possibly or probably linked to the
administration of a drug in about half the patients. While the charts only
reported that physicians acknowledged the printed report as causing
them to change their treatment of patients in about 0.1% cases, direct
questioning of the physicians showed that they changed their treatment
much more frequently than they acknowledged in writing.

Important clinical decisions are made based on International
Normalized Ratio (INR) results which are used to determine the
appropriate dose of warfarin so patients can avoid cerebral hemorrhage
(associated with overdose) or cerebral thrombosis (associated with
underdosing). While efforts have been made through use of the INR
instead of the more variable prothrombin time there is considerable
variability in results as exemplified by the variability of results when a
patient had her sequential tests performed in different laboratories.
This highlights the need for physicians to recognize the differences in
results obtained by different methods and the need for patients to
always have his/her tests performed in the same facity.
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Proficiency testing data show that when the same specimen is tested
by the same method in different hospitals results can be quite different,
and even more so when different methods are used.
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This illustrates some of causes of differences in INR results.
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Many of our patients are discharged
receiving warfarin as an anticoagulant
without having been truly stabiized.
Until patients’ treatments are stabilized
frequent measurements of PT/INR are
required. We have also looked at the
frequency of abnormal prothrombin
time (INR) meaurements in outpatients and have recommended more
frequent monitoring in many situations
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Many factors that may potentially affect laboratory results are often
overlooked by physicians and their patients. So the physician does not
ask the patient the right questions and patients are not volunteering
answers to unasked questions. Each of the factors listed can
considerably alter test values. Laboratory tests should always be
performed before administration of radiographic contrast media, rather
than after. Vitamin C,and administration of herbs and grapefruit juice or
segments should bot be permitted for hospital in-patients. Ascorbic
acid may render negative tests that are actually positive for blood in
feces and urine. Herbal medications may contain a large variety of
toxic compounds and grapefruit influences the metabolism of many
drugs.
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This slide summarizes some of both the physiological and analytical
effects of vitamin C, underscoring the readon why individuals should not
ingest it when laboratory testing is to be done on a patient.
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This slide summarizes the potential problems that ingestion of
grapefruit juice may cause.
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This is an abbreviated list of drugs whose metabolism may be lessened
in patients who are drinking grapefruit juice.
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Gadodiamide is administered to patients to enhance MRI images.
However it may chelate several ions that are measured in clinical
practice and thus should not be administered until after blood has been
drawn for testing. Fortunately, the effects of the contrast agent only last
a few hours.
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Many physicians dismiss laboratory results that they do not like as
laboratory errors. Yet in good laboratories such errors are few. Most
errors that can be associated with laboratory testing occur before a
specimen is actually tested. This slide describes “error” rates in many
different laboratory settings. The proportion of errors that could be
described as “analytical” is probably even less than the 4% reported by
Bonini in a highly automated laboratory. Preanalytic errors are by far
the most common and are largely related to improper patient
preparation and poor specimen collection techniques.
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Fortunately most “errors” have little impact on a patient’s management.

Analysis of the reasons why physicians order laboratory tests show
many areas where a thoughtful approach to laboratory testing could
eliminate many unnecessary tests and where more insight into factors
affecting test results could lead to better interpretation of the results.

The endless pursuit to determine the cause of one abnormal test result
has been described as the Ulysses syndrome after Ulysses’s fruitless
voyage in Greek mythology. To avoid this journey physicians must
closely think through possible causes of the abnormal result and
mentally exclude remote possibilities.

There are several steps that can be taken by laboratory directors to
improve laboratory utilization by their clinical colleagues. It begins with
training medical students better. Where a physician is not expert in
using laboratory tests properly it is unlikely that he/she will teach proper
utilization to his/her students. I strongly believe that laboratory directors
need to become key players in all hospital quality activities. Few
clinical situations are associated with the quantitative information that
forms the basis for a laboratory director’s thinking which they can teach
to their colleagues. Quality improvement in medicine began in the
clinical laboratory and the Lab Director is exceptionally well placed to
teach quality principles to other physicians and healthcare givers.

These take home messages are self-evident, but it is up to the Lab
Director to take the lead in getting physicians to order tests most
appropriately and to ensure that results are acted on most
appropriately.
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